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LOGISTICS
- Africa -

Logistics Africa provides
outsourced supply chain
management, servicing the
Southern, West and East
African markets through
three regional hubs.
The division maintains its leading
position in the South African
logistics and supply chain industry
through reliable and high-quality
service delivery, commitment to
its clients’ business and innovation
to drive improvement. Across
sub-Saharan Africa, the division
provides a comprehensive
and integrated demand-driven
route to market as a
distributor of consumer and
pharmaceutical goods.
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KEY DATA
R million
Revenue
Operating profit
Operating margin (%)
Return on invested capital (%)
Weighted average cost of capital (%)

OVER

22 000
EMPLOYEES
(2014: 23 198)

R50
BILLION
IN RETAIL GOODS
DELIVERED ACROSS
THE CONTINENT

MORE THAN 170
WAREHOUSES
STRATEGICALLY LOCATED
THROUGHOUT THE
CONTINENT WITH OVER
1,5 MILLION M2 OF
WAREHOUSING SPACE
INFRASTRUCTURE AND
REPRESENTATION IN
12 AFRICAN COUNTRIES

2015

2014

% change

25 347
1 587
6,3

22 090
1 270
5,7

15
25

10,7
8,2

12,0
8,8

TOTAL SCOPE 1 AND 2
CO2 EMISSIONS OF

624 026
TONNES
(2014: 660 607 tonnes)

CONTRIBUTED

R13
MILLION

TO THE WELLNESS FUND
THROUGH THE
BARGAINING COUNCIL

TRAINING SPEND:

R109
MILLION
(2014: R99 million)

NUMBER
OF TRAINING
HOURS: OVER

459 000
(2014: 367 000)

INJURIES
PER MILLION
KILOMETRES TRAVELLED:

0,059
(2014: 0,099)

(2014: R8 million)

FATALITIES
PER MILLION
KILOMETRES TRAVELLED:

TOTAL SOCIO-ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT SPEND OF

(2014: 0,0151)

R2
MILLION
(2014: R1,4 million)

CROSS-BORDER
TRANSPORTATION INTO
18 COUNTRIES

0,0106
KILOMETRES
TRAVELLED:

472
MILLION
(2014: 464 million)

TOTAL ROAD FUEL USAGE:

F OR MORE INFORMATION
on Logistics Africa’s sustainability
initiatives, see the Sustainable
Development Report.

200 514
KILOLITRES
(2014: 207 677 kilolitres)
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Mali

Côte d’Ivoire

Niger
Sudan

Nigeria
Togo
Benin

Guinea

Ghana

Ethiopia
Cameroon
Uganda
Democratic
Republic of
the Congo

Kenya

Tanzania

>> Countries with facilities owned
by Imperial Logistics
>> Countries serviced by agents of
Imperial Health Sciences

FREIGHT AND TRANSPORT
Offers customised transport solutions based
on each client’s needs. Ranked among the
leading logistics providers in Africa.

MANAGED LOGISTICS
With an asset-light approach, the division
coordinates and optimises logistics
activities, leveraging resources, expertise
and best of breed technologies for
maximum client benefit.
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a

wan

Bots

Madagascar
Swaziland

South
Africa

Lesotho

WAREHOUSING AND DISTRIBUTION

DIFFERENTIATORS

Offers a large network of world-class
customisable warehousing, storage and
handling solutions.

In South Africa, the division is
differentiated by its:
>> Proven ability to improve clients’
competitiveness, as evidenced by the
retention of long-term relationships and
ongoing service innovation.
>> Operations of scale, specialised expertise,
extensive regional footprint and ability to
create innovative solutions to clientspecific logistics challenges.
>> Ability to provide an end-to-end service
offering and thus provide tangible
value-add to clients through a fully
integrated supply chain.
>> Organisational agility and entrepreneurial
style together with its commitment to
corporate responsibility.

SUPPLY CHAIN INTEGRATION
Assists clients in optimising their supply
chains, applying deep experience of multiple
supply chains and advanced technology
solutions.

DEMAND-DRIVEN ROUTE-TOMARKET FULFILMENT
Offers an integrated, end-to-end value
proposition and is uniquely placed to take
clients’ products from source to point of sale.

In the emerging markets of sub-Saharan
Africa, the division is further differentiated
by its:
>> Unique distributor approach based on the
needs of emerging markets, supported by
acquisitions and local partnerships, and
benefiting from exclusive relationships
with principals.
>> Role in growing its customers’ consumer
and pharmaceutical brands by bringing
products to market in a trading
environment where logistics are
challenging and sales and marketing
channels are relatively underdeveloped.
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MATERIAL ISSUES
South Africa
>> Economic uncertainty and the impact of
low growth, labour and electricity
disruptions on the division and its clients.
>> Margin pressure due to the increasingly
competitive logistics market and excess
supply capacity in the market.
>> Impact of new codes of good practice
for broad-based black economic
empowerment (BBBEE) on the division’s
preferential procurement status with
clients.
>> Impact on service reliability due to
disputes with organised labour.

Value drivers

Operating context

Gross domestic product, personal
consumption expenditure and
manufacturing growth in South Africa

>> GDP growth in South Africa remaining
subdued.
>> Upward pressure on interest rates
potentially limiting growth in personal
consumption expenditure.
>> Depressed manufacturing and mining
sectors.

Outsourcing of logistics and demand for
supply chain expertise and consulting

>> Low growth and challenging environment
in South Africa resulting in clients
implementing cost-cutting measures.
>> Specialisation and complexity associated
with integrated supply chain management
and skills shortages within organisations
sustaining demand for supply chain
expertise and consulting.

Rising wealth and urbanisation in
selected African countries

>> Growing middle class in many African
countries continues to drive demand for
consumer and pharmaceutical goods.

Value proposition to multinational
principals, including footprint of
distributorships

>> South African and multinational companies
continue to expand into Africa given higher
growth in many African countries.
>> Infrastructure and routes to market for
principals still largely underdeveloped.

Rest of Africa
>> Potential impact on consumer growth in
Africa due to volatile global economic
conditions and lower commodity prices.
>> Ongoing concerns around economic and
political stability in sub-Saharan Africa.
>> Weakening currencies putting pressure on
the pricing of imported goods.

STRATEGY
The Logistics Africa division remains focused on expanding and leveraging its footprint in
selected African countries to enhance revenue growth. It is also strengthening its integrated
logistics capabilities which will enable deeper penetration into its clients’ supply chains.
Strategically the division aims to equal the contribution of its rest of Africa operations to that of
its South African operation by 2020.
In South Africa, the division leverages its scale, expertise and technology to provide high-value
logistics services that lower total costs and offer superior reliability for its clients, to ensure that
its services and delivery remain industry-leading. Continued reliable service delivery and
innovation support organic growth through client retention and new client engagement, and
enable greater service expansion within its existing client base.
In the rest of Africa, the division’s growth strategy follows a three-phased approach:

Africa growth strategy

1

Expanding its footprint and growing scale through further acquisitions to access new
markets and channels.

2

Leveraging this footprint to drive volume through entering into strategic relationships
with additional principals.

3

Actively seeking opportunities for consolidation to realise inter-regional synergies,
including people and systems.

In line with its value proposition for the rest of Africa, the division is consciously building its
managed logistics capabilities and introducing value-added services such as merchandising to
establish and grow its clients’ consumer brands in its chosen markets.
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Rest of Africa value
proposition to principals

GET

YOU
THERE

SELL

YOUR
PRODUCT

BUILD
YOUR
BRAND

A key focus for the division is on simplifying
its Southern African businesses by reducing
operational and administrative complexity,
finding synergies between individual
businesses and further strengthening its
specialisation in different aspects of supply
chain management.
In addition, the division is driving the
implementation of a new integrated
enterprise resource planning system across its
businesses. Other projects will focus on
strengthening its sales capability, as well as
people development and recruitment to
ensure the division’s strategy is resourced
sufficiently.
The division applies best practice in areas
such as vehicle quality and safety across all
its markets. Among the division’s
sustainability focus areas, its fuel savings and
energy management initiatives are expected
to contribute positively to operational
efficiency.
The division has a formalised joint
development board which supports succession
and talent development through initiatives to
develop executive talent and high-potential
employees, with a specific focus on building
leadership, business development and finance
capabilities. The Imperial Academy provides
additional training on business-critical aspects
such as supply chain management. The
Academy is accredited with the Transport
Education and Training Authority (TETA).

FOR MORE INFORMATION
on Logistics Africa’s sustainability initiatives,
see the Sustainable Development Report.

Engagement with Transnet on its road to rail
strategy is ongoing. The road to rail strategy
seeks to reduce the adverse impact of the
transport of freight suited to rail on national
road infrastructure and reduce the cost of
logistics for cargo owners throughout
Southern Africa. The division is working with
Transnet to find opportunities for joint
development of multimodal logistics services
in support of these objectives.

The new codes of good practice for BBBEE,
although challenging, present an opportunity
for competitive differentiation and the division
is engaging with its South African clients in
this regard. Supplier and enterprise
development initiatives are already
underway, and the division is considering
options for meeting the new ownership
requirements. The deadline for the logistics
industry to comply with the new codes has
been extended to 1 June 2016.
The risk of strike action disruptions during
wage negotiations in South Africa remains a
concern. The division is following the process
as agreed with the National Bargaining
Council for the Road Freight and Logistics
Industry, and will aim to limit potential
disruptions to productivity.
The division is the heaviest user of road-related
fuel in the group, accounting for 62% of total
road fuel consumption. A number of initiatives
were implemented during the year, focusing
both on the configuration and streamlining of
trucks to reduce fuel consumption, driver
training and route optimisation. By increasing
the efficiency of a client’s supply chain, the
division can reduce the use of fuel and the
cost of transport as well as easing road
congestion and reducing the potential for
road traffic accidents. In addition to vehicle
upgrades, some of the greatest gains in
increasing fuel efficiency have come from
improvements in logistics planning – reducing
kilometres travelled to transport goods through
the application of Transport Management
Services (TMS) systems.

Acquisition strategy
In pursuing acquisitions, the division applies
an asset-light approach that will contribute
positively to earnings going forward. Its
approach is aligned to the group target which
calls for return on invested capital to exceed
the risk-adjusted weighted average cost of
capital in the medium term. Minority
shareholders are retained for a few years
with profit warranties in place.
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Acquisition focus:

Major acquisition in the 2015 financial year:

South Africa

Pharmed

Acquisitions that will enable it to expand into
adjacent offerings.

The division acquired 62,5% of Pharmed, a Durban- and Johannesburg-based
wholesaler of pharmaceuticals, as an adjacent complementary offering to its
Southern African logistics capabilities. Pharmed provides warehousing, distribution
and selling of pharmaceuticals to hospitals, private pharmacies and dispensing
doctors, which will be integrated into the division’s existing service offerings.

Rest of Africa

Imres

Acquisitions that grow its footprint and scale and
consolidate its market position in providing a route to
market for pharmaceuticals and consumer goods.

The division acquired a 70% shareholding in Imres, a Netherlands-based
wholesaler of a range of medical supplies with a diversified client base in the
international medical relief industry with a strong presence in Africa. Imres adds
sourcing and procurement capabilities to the division’s offering and complements
its other acquisitions in the pharmaceuticals sector, with potential opportunities
for leveraging the division’s existing network, capabilities and customer base
in Africa.

PERFORMANCE
In South Africa the division continued to
perform satisfactorily in a testing environment,
benefiting from operational efficiencies and its
favourable market position as the country’s
leading provider of end-to-end logistics
solutions. New contract gains compensated for
marginal or negative volume growth in the
mining, manufacturing and retail sectors.
The industrial logistics businesses servicing the
manufacturing, mining, commodities, chemicals
and construction industries experienced
declining volumes, which depressed revenue
growth and operating margins.

The consumer logistics
businesses showed muted
revenue growth but good
operating profit growth, due
mainly to the acquisition of
Pharmed and a turnaround
at Imperial Cold Logistics.
Volume growth in our
manufacturing client base is
lacklustre.
The division’s operations in the rest of Africa
continued their strong performance, with
revenue and operating profit growing by 58%
and 89% respectively, supported by good
volume growth and the contribution of
strategically aligned acquisitions in the
pharmaceuticals sector (Imres and Eco

Health). The division’s strategy to be a
significant distributor and logistics provider of
consumer goods and pharmaceutical products
in Southern, East and West Africa is on track,
with acquisitions performing in line or ahead
of expectations.

NET CAPITAL
EXPENDITURE OF

R1,0
BILLION

(2014: R887 MILLION)

OUTLOOK
Looking ahead, the division will continue to
drive its acquisitive and organic growth
strategies to firmly establish itself as a
leading logistics provider in sub-Saharan
Africa with strong earnings contribution
from its operations outside South Africa.
Economic conditions in South Africa are
anticipated to remain challenging over the
medium term. Growth in the consumer
environment in the rest of Africa operating
countries is expected to maintain its
positive trend. Real growth in revenue and
operating profit is expected for this division
in the 2016 financial year.

